1. Name (optional): _______________________________ Male □ Female □

2. Your age Group:  20-35 □ 35-50 □ 50-65 □


4. When during the day did your lessons take place? Morning □ Afternoon □ Evening □

5. How do you feel about the frequency of class contact in your course? Too intensive □ Very intensive □ Just right for me □ Not intensive enough □

6. Did you attend all classes? Yes □ No □ How many classes did you miss, if any? …………

7. On average, how many students attended the group each time? 1-3 □ 3-6 □ 5-8 □ 8-12 □

8. How do you feel about the number of learners in your group? The group was: Too small □ Just right □ Too large □

9. How do you feel about the level of Greek of the learners in your group? Learners knew: less than I did □ about the same with me □ more than I did □

10. How did the knowledge of other learners affect your learning of the Greek language? In a negative way □ didn’t affect me at all □ In a positive way □

11. Do you feel you benefitted from speaking practice with other learners in class? Yes, very much □ Yes □ Not so much □ Not at all □

12. Was this speaking relevant (‘structured’) or was it more ‘Social’ speaking? Structured only □ More structured □ More social □ Both equally □

13. How much Greek Reading did you personally do in class? Not enough □ Just the right amount □ Too much reading □

14. How much Greek Listening did you do as a group activity in class? Not enough □ Just the right amount □ Too much listening □

15. How much Greek Writing did you personally do in class? Not enough □ Just the right amount □ Too much writing □

16. Do you feel you benefitted from the Grammar that was covered? Yes, very much □ Yes □ Not so much □ Not at all □

17. How do you feel about learning through Grammar and related exercises? I like Grammar □ I find Grammar boring but essential □ I can’t learn through Grammar □

18. Overall, for your level, do you think you covered the language: Very well □ Well □ Adequately □ Not so adequately □

19. Overall, would you say that your knowledge of Greek improved? Very much □ Quite a bit □ A little □ Not very much □

20. How do you feel about the amount of assigned homework? Not enough □ Just the right amount □ Quite a bit □ Too much □

21. How do you feel about the degree of difficulty of assigned homework? Homework was: Too easy □ Just right □ Challenging □ Too difficult □
22. How relevant was the homework to topics covered in class?
   Irrelevant □  Semi-relevant □  Relevant □  Always relevant □

23. What was the effect of homework on your knowledge of Greek?
   I did things that I knew about □  I consolidated new knowledge □  Both □

24. Do you feel that your instructor encouraged you to participate?  Yes □  No □

25. In class your instructor explained things:
   Poorly □  Adequately □  Well □  Very well □

26. Overall, the lessons seemed organized:
   Poorly □  Adequately □  Well □  Very well □

27. Overall, the lessons were mostly (tick more than one if necessary):
   Tedious □  Adequate □  Fun □  Interesting □  Very interesting □

28. On a scale 1-5, how would you rate your instructor’s overall input?  -1 □  2 □  3 □  4 □  5+ □

29. In your view, the class book was (tick more than one if necessary):
   Tedious □  Relevant □  Appropriate □  Useful □  Very useful □

30. In your view, the workbook [βιβλίοτετράδιο ασκήσεων] was (tick more than one if necessary):
   Tedious □  Relevant □  Appropriate □  Useful □  Very useful □

31. In your view, was the material distributed in class useful?  Yes □  No □

32. In your view, the material distributed in class was (tick more than one if necessary):
   Tedious □  Relevant □  Appropriate □  Useful □  Very useful □

33. Which would you say was more suited to your language-learning needs?
   The class book □  The loose leaf material □  Both equally □

34. If you were asked to make one major improvement to the class book, what would it be?
   ……………………………………………………………………………………………….

35. Overall, all four skills of Listening, Speaking, Reading and Writing were covered in class:
   Evenly □  Fairly evenly □  Unevenly □  Very unevenly □

36. On a scale 1-10, to what degree did the course / lessons satisfy your learning needs?
   - 1 □  2 □  3 □  4 □  5 □  6 □  7 □  8 □  9 □  10 □ +

37. If there is one thing you wanted to learn or do in class but didn’t, what might this be?
   ……………………………………………………………………………………………….

38. What would you say was the best part of the course (tick more than one if necessary)?
   Class activities □  Meeting new people □  Speaking Greek □  The coffee break □

Please use the space below to make any additional comments.

Additional comments:
…………………………………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………………………………….